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In August 1999 the North Eurasia Group of SIL International and the Institute 

for Bible Translation held a workshop for translators from ten Turkic languages: 

Azerbaijani, Turkmen, Tatar, Karakalpak, Kyrgyz, Uzbek, Khakas, Tuvan, 

Altai, and Yakut. None of the translators were trained linguists. Non-native 

speakers of the languages who worked with the translators also participated. 

The purpose was to help the translators consider discourse-related structures 

relevant to translation. These included anaphora, use of pronouns, participant 

reference, focus and topic, word order, sentence length, background/foreground 

distinctions, use of conjunctions, cohesion, and the use of tense/aspect. 

After each interactive lecture, participants worked in groups according to 

language. During these sessions, the participants applied the material that had 

been presented to actual texts. 

The papers that developed from the workshop were published in Comments on 

Discourse Structures in Ten Turkic Languages, edited by Clifton and Clifton. 

Two other papers in the volume, those by Gray and by Humnick, represent work 

by members of the North Eurasia Group who were not able to attend the 

workshop. All the papers are presented as work papers. Each paper includes at 

least one interlinear text upon which many of the observations are based. 

As much as possible, we have left the analyses as they were developed by the 

authors. All the interlinear texts are presented in a 3-line format consisting of the 

text as written, a line with morpheme breaks, and a line with glosses. We have 

not, however, standardized the representation of morphemes. Some authors use 

abstract forms, while others use the surface allomorphs. 

We have standardized grammatical terminology as much as possible. For 

example, in a number of the languages we have made a basic distinction in the 

participles between perfect and imperfect rather than between past and present, 

and have consistently referred to aorist forms as present/future. We also decided 

not to break off derivational morphemes. 

We have used gerund, the traditional term from Turkic linguistics, for forms 

which have been referred to elsewhere as converbs or serial verbs, but 

differentiate between various types. For example, the most neutral form is 

referred to as a conjunctive gerund, while other forms are simultaneous gerunds, 

sequential gerunds, gerunds of manner, and so on. 

We trust these papers, especially the interlinear texts, will be of use to others 

involved in the analysis of Turkic languages. 
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Comments on Tazy we tilki 

‘The Dog and the Fox’ 

David Gray 

Turkmen is a member of the Oghuz (or Southern) branch of Turkic 
languages, and is spoken by approximately 6.4 million people (Schönig 1998, 
Grimes 2000). Over 3.4 million of these live in the independent country of 
Turkmenistan. The beginnings of literary Turkman can be traced to the 18th 
century, while the development of modern literary Turkmen started in the 1920s 
(Schönig 1998). 

In this paper I will comment on some of the discourse features evident in the 
story Tazy we tilki ‘The Dog and the Fox’ (Saparow and Pirnepesowa 1993).1,2 
 

1) Günleriň bir gününde bir tilki bar eken. 
 gün-ler-iň bir gün-ü-nde bir tilki bar eken 
 day-PL-GEN one day-3PS-LOC one fox EXS INFCOP 

Once there was a fox. 

2) Bu tilki özünden güýçli haýwana duş gelmänsoň, 
 bu tilki öz-ü-nden güýçli haýwan-a duş gel-m-än-soň 
 NDEM fox RFLX-3PS-ABL strong animal-DAT meet come-NEG-PPTC-after 
 
 hemişe özünden ejizje haýwanlary horlap gelen. 
 hemişe öz-ü-nden ejizje haýwan-lar-y horla-p gel-en 
 always RFLX-3PS-ABL weaker animal-PL-ACC insult-GCNJ come-PPTC 

He had never met an animal as strong as he was [so] he always insulted those 
who were weaker. 

3) Ol hiç bir gara görmän, öz bolşundan örän göwnühoş 
 ol hiç bir gara gör-m-än öz bolş-u-ndan örän göwnühoş 
 3sP none one black see-NEG-PPTC own conduct-3PS-ABL very content 
 

                                                           
1 The original publication is in the older Cyrillic alphabet. I have changed it to the 
current Latin alphabet in this presentation. 
2 ABL=Ablative; ACC=Accusative; CND=Conditional; DAT=Dative; EMPH=Emphatic; 
EXS=Existence; FDEM=Far Demonstrative; FUTD=Future Definite; GCNJ=Gerund: 
Conjunctive; GEN=Genitive; INFCOP=Inferential Copula; LOC=Locative; NDEM=Near 
Demonstrative; NEG=Negative; PL=Plural; PPTC=Past Participle; PR=Present; PRFUT= 

Present/Future; PRPTC=Present Participle; PST=Past; Q=Question; RFLX=Reflexive; 
SUBJPST=Subjective Past; xnP=Pronoun; xnPS=Possessor 
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 bolup “Dünýäde meniň ýaly özünden göwnühoş haýwan 
 bol-up dünýä-de men-iň ýaly öz-ü-nden göwnühoş haýwan 
 be-GCNJ world-LOC 1sP-GEN like RFLX-3PS-ABL content animal 
 
 barmyka?” diýip gezer eken. 
 bar-my-ka diý-ip gez-er eken. 
 EXS-Q-wonder say-GCNJ go.around-PRFUT INFCOP 

Without ever having seen any other animal he was nevertheless very proud 
of himself; “I wonder if there is an animal in the world as fine as me?” he 
went around saying. 

4) Ol şol gezip ýörşüne bir gün, beýik bir depäniň 
 ol şol gez-ip ýöriş-ü-ne bir gün beýik bir depä-niň 
 3sP FDEM go.around-GCNJ march-3sP-DAT one day high one peak-GEN 
 
 üstüne çykyp: “Meniň şu günler ylgasym gelýär. 
 üst-ü-ne çyk-yp men-iň şu gün-ler ylgasy-m gel-ýär 
 on-3PS-DAT climb-GCNJ 1sP-GEN NDEM day-PL want.to.run-1s come-PR 

Once as he was marching around like that, he climbed up to the top of a 
mountain: “These days I would really like to run. 

5) Wah, şu wagt öňümden bir towşan turup gaçsa, 
 wah şu wagt öň-üm-den bir towşan tur-up gaç-sa 
 ah NDEM moment front-1sPS-ABL one rabbit get.up-GCNJ run.off-CND 
 
 men hem ony kowup, keýpden çyksam…” diýip, 
 men hem on-y kow-up keýp-den çyk-sa-m diý-ip 
 1sP also 3sP-ACC chase.off-GCNJ mood-ABL come.out-CND-1s say-GCNJ 
 
 arzuw eden. 
 arzuw ed-en 
 dream do-PPTC 

Now, if only a rabbit would jump out in front of me and run off, then I might 
enjoy myself by chasing him off…” he dreamed. 

6) Tilkiniň bu sözlerini bir awçy eşiden. 
 tilki-niň bu söz-ler-i-ni bir awçy eşid-en 
 fox-GEN NDEM word-PL-3PS-ACC one hunter hear-PPTC 

A hunter heard the fox’s words. 

7) Ol awçynyň ýanynda bir tazysy hem bar eken. 
 ol awçy-nyň ýan-y-nda bir tazy-sy hem bar eken 
 FDEM hunter-GEN side-3PS-LOC one hunting.dog-3PS also EXS INFCOP 

The hunter also had a hunting dog of his with him. 
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8) Ol depäniň gapdalyndan tazysy bilen bukdaklap 
 ol depä-niň gapdal-y-ndan tazy-sy bilen bukdakla-p 
 3sP hill-GEN beside-3PS-ABL hunting.dog-3PS with conceal-GCNJ 
 
 gelip, şol ýüwrüp, aýagynyň ýelini çykarjak 
 gel-ip şol ýüüwr-üp aýag-y-nyň ýel-i-ni çykar-jak 
 come-GCNJ FDEM set.on-GCNJ leg-3PS-GEN wind-3PS-ACC drive.out-FUTD 
 
 bolýan tilkini tazysyna görkezýär. 
 bol-ýan tilki-ni tazy-sy-na görkez-ýär 
 be-PRPTC fox-ACC hunting.dog-3PS-DAT show/point-PR 

He comes with his dog, surreptitiously around the side of the hill, and sets 
his dog on the fox which wanted to run. 

9) Ol tazyny gören badyna “assa gaçan namart” diýip 
 ol tazy-ny gör-en badyna assa gaç-an namart diý-ip 
 3sP hunting.dog-ACC see-PPTC as.soon.as slowly run-PPTC coward” say-GCNJ 
 
 gaçýar. 
 gaç-ýar 
 run-PR 

As soon as he sees the hunting dog, he says to himself “it’s better to run like 
a coward,” and runs. 

10) Häli aldym-da, şindi aldym bolup barýarkalar, 
 häli al-dy-m-da şindi al-dy-m bol-up bar-ýar-ka-lar 
 just.about take-PST-1s-EMPH then take-PST-1s be-GCNJ go-PR-while-PL 
 
 gapdallaryndan bir towşanjyk çykyp: “Tilki aga, 
 gapdal-lar-y-ndan bir towşanjyk çyk-yp tilki aga 
 beside-PL-3PS-ABL one bunny.rabbit come.out-GCNJ fox older.brother 
 
 nebeýle gaty gidýärsiň, örän ylgasyň gelipdir 
 ne-beýle gaty gid-ýär-siň örän ylga-sy-ň gel-ipdir 
 what-so quickly go-PR-2s very want.to.run-2s come-SUBJPST 
 
 öýdýän?” diýýär. 
 öýd-ýän diý-ýär 
 suppose–PRPTC say-PR 

Well they are just on the point of catching him up, when near them a bunny 
rabbit pops out: “Mr. Fox, what’s the hurry? I suppose you really fancied a 
run,” he says. 

11) Onuň soragyna tilki: “Wah, halym agyr-da, 
 on-uň sorag-y-na tilki wah hal-ym agyr-da 
 3sP-GEN question-3PS-DAT fox ah condition-1sPS difficult-EMPH 
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 ylgaman nädeýin” diýip, zordan öldüm – 
 ylga-m-an n-äd-eýin diý-ip zordan öl-dü-m 
 run-NEG-PPTCS what-do-should say-GCNJ hardly die-PST-1s 
 
 öldüm-dä özüni bir sürene atýar. 
 öl-dü-m-dä öz-ü-ni bir süren-e at-ýar 
 die-PST-1s-EMPH RFLX-3PS-ACC one burrow-DAT shoot-PR 

[In reply] to his question, the fox says: “Look, I’m in trouble; what else 
could I have done but run?” and on the point of being killed he just about 
manages to shoot into a burrow. 

12) Onýança tazynyň eýesi gelip, sürene tüsse 
 onýança tazy-nyň eýe-si gel-ip süren-e tüsse 
 immediately hunting.dog-GEN owner-3PS come-GCNJ burrow-DAT smoke 
 
 berip, tilkini alýar. 
 ber-ip tilki-ni al-ýar 
 give-GCNJ fox-ACC take-PR 

At that moment the dog’s owner comes and putting smoke into the burrow, 
gets the fox. 

Comments 

 1. Structure 

The discourse falls into two main sections, sentences 1-7 and sentences 8-12 
which can be further subdivided as follows: 

1     introduction begins: first major participant introduced 

 2    introduction developed further 

  3-5   direct speech in the introduction 

 6-7    introduction of one minor and one major participant 

   8  change to present tense 

    9-11 direct speech 

   12  conclusion, still in present tense 
 
The conclusion of the story is all in sentence 12; the moral of the story is not 
drawn out explicitly but rather left to the reader intuit. This keeps the impact of 
the conclusion. 
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 2. Cohesion 

The motion verbs gezmek, gaçmak (twice), kowmak, gelmek, ýüwürmek, 

çykarmak, barmak, çykmak, gitmek, ylgamak (twice), and atmak (used 
metaphorically) hold the text together and show that the story is about a fox that 
wanted to run after other animals, but ended up being hunted and chased to his 
ultimate demise. 

Notice the change from historic past in the first section, sentences 1-7, to the 
present tense in the second section, sentences 8-12. This is used for dramatic 
effect (the action begins in sentence 8, and the second section is more prominent 
than than the first, as shown by the structure outline above). In the first section 
the historic past is used; the future tense suffix -er followed by eken (sentence 3) 
when used in this type of discourse denotes habitual activity in the past, that is, a 
continous mood used in the past historic tense. Other instances of eken are found 
in the construction bar eken (sentences 1 and 7), which is also a past historic 
tense. In other sentences (2, 5 and 6) a past participle is used in place of a main 
verb, for example horlap gelen in sentence 2, again to denote the past historic. 
This tense is only used in the folk tale and legend genres of Turkmen literature 
and oral story-telling. 

 3. Participant Reference 

The fox is in focus as the main participant throughout the story. This is 
shown by the use of the third person singular pronoun ol in sentences 3, 4 and 9. 
The other participants, in contrast, are referred to by proper noun rather than 
pronoun. The predicate bar eken is used to introduce the fox and the hunting dog 
(sentences 1 and 7, respectively) showing that they are major participants. Both 
the hunter and the hunting dog are somewhat less prominent than the fox. This is 
shown by introducing the hunting dog in the possessed construction bir tazysy 
‘one of his dogs’, and the hunter in the indefinite construction bir awçy (literally 
‘one hunter’, roughly equivalent to the colloquial English ‘some hunter’). The 
rabbit is the least prominent of all participants.  The fact that the fox is less 
prominent in the second section than in the first section is shown by the use of 
the proper noun tilki ‘fox’ twice in the accusative case (sentences 8 and 12). 

 4. Discourse Markers 

Conjunctions are conspicuous by their absence. The borrowed word we ‘and’ 
does not occur at all. Instead conjunctive gerunds marked by -yp/ip/up/üp are 
used. Ignoring compound verbs we have this usage in sentences 3, 5, 9, 10, 11 
and twice in 12. For example, in sentence 12 the sequence … gelip … berip … 

alýar ‘coming and … giving and … takes) occurs. 
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Appendix: Some Turkmen Constructions 

Possession 

1. The genitive is redundant when the possessive marker is used; therefore 
it can be used to focus on possession: 

 kitabym    my book 
 kitap-ym   
 book-1PS   
 

 kitabym okadym    I’ve finished my book 
 kitap-ym oka-dy-m   
 book-1PS read-PST-1s   
 

 Bu meniň kitabym    This is my book 
 bu men-iň kitap-ym   
 NDEM 1sP-GEN book-1PS   
 

2. Neither  possessive marker nor genitive (showing lack of intrinsic 
connection between the two items) 

 demir ‘iron’ ýol ‘road’ 
 demir ýol ‘railway’, literally ‘iron road’ (roads can be made from 

anything) 

bugdaý nan ‘wheat bread’ (bread can be made from corn as well) 

 daşary ‘external, outside’ iş ‘work, affair’ 
 daşary işler ‘foreign affairs’ 
 

3. Possessive marker, but no genitive (used mostly for proper names, and 
showing connection, but no possession) 

 meýdan ‘field’ güller ‘flowers’ 
 meýdan gülleri ‘flowers of the field’ 
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 ministrilik ‘ministry’ 
 daşary işler ministriligi ‘Ministry of Foreign Affairs’ 

Aşgabat şäheri ‘The City of Ashgabat’ 

bazar güni ‘Bazaar day’ (Sunday) 

Türkmen dili ‘(the) Turkmen language’ 

Rus alymy ‘Russian scientist’ 

Türkmen şahyry ‘Turkmen poet’ 

Word Order used for Focusing 

The standard Turkmen word order is SOV (subject, object, verb), or:3 

NP[SU] NP[TIM] NP[DO] VP 

This standard word order is shown in the following example. 

 kolhozçylar geçen ýyl bu traktory satyn aldy 
 NP[SU] NP[TIM] NP[DO] VP 
 collective farmers last year this tractor bought 

The collective farmers bought this tractor last year. 

Focused information is normally shifted to the position immediately before the 
verb phrase, as shown in the following example where the time phrase is in 
focus. 

 kolhozçylar bu traktory geçen ýyl satyn aldy 
 NP[SU] NP[DO] NP[TIM] VP 
 collective farmers this tractor last year bought 

Last year the collective farmers bought this tractor. 

In the case of the object that is not possible, since it normally occurs 
immediately before the verb phrase. Therefore, it is shifted to clause initial when 
it is in focus. 

 bu tractory geçen ýyl kolhozçylar satyn aldy 
 NP[DO] NP[TIM] NP[SU] VP 
 this tractor last year collective farmers bought 

It was this tractor that the collective farmers bought last year. 

Verbs can also be fronted in order to show focus (mainly on imperative verbs). 

                                                           
3 NP = Noun Phrase, VP = Verb Phrase, SU = Subject, TIM = of time, DO = Direct 
Object 
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 gapyny ýap 
 NP[DO] VP 
 the door shut 

Shut the door. 

 ýap gapyny! 
 VP NP[DO] 
 shut the door 

Shut the door! 


